What is GEODI ?
GEODI is a smart search engine that
works on your own data. With its innovative structure, it offers solutions in
many different areas. It does not tire
its users out with additional tasks. No
additional data inputting is required;
it works with your existing data as it is
and where it is. Moreover, it uses Natural Language Processing and Artificial Intelligence techniques to perform
a range of tasks that you would otherwise do yourself.

First and foremost, GEODI allows you
to run a search from a single point. Its
search capabilities are very close to
those of world-famous search engines,
such as Google and Bing. However,
GEODI works on your own data. Another important difference is the file
types it supports: GEODI supports
many more file types, including CAD
documents, e-mails, and databases.

Research shows that:

40%
Office staff spend 40%
of their time searching for
things.

10%
Time lost in searching accounts for 10% of the costs of
institutions and companies.

GEODI will save you both
time and money.

IT HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY
TO ACCESS YOUR CONTENT
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Automatic data retrieval
The ability to search makes your work very
easy if you know exactly what you are looking for. However, just as it is not possible to
know some things in advance, neither is it
possible to find some things using a precise
search. With its automatic data retrieval feature, GEODI is one step ahead in this re-

GEODI retrieves and presents
many kinds of data in advance –
persons, ID numbers, parcels,
distances, neighborhoods, item
numbers, bank account numbers,
dates, provinces, districts, countries, credit card numbers, company names, schools, shipment
numbers, part numbers and
many other such items.

spect . With GEODI, you reach information
before you even begin to search for it.

Access all data from a single
point
From a legal file, the names of people, clauses of law and similar information are all

Information such as parcel
numbers cannot always be
found by a conventional
search. GEODI recognizes
the expression “305 block
parcels 1-2 and 5” as three

different and separate par-

picked out. In a tender document, GEODI
automatically identifies people, parcels,
parks, streets and municipal units. In a progress report, item numbers, distances, place

cels. You would be very for-

names, contractor names, individuals and emails are categorized automatically.

es, or products on a market

tunate to find “305 block
parcel 2” using a regular
search engine. Searching
and finding people in imagshelf, are features that carry
GEODI way beyond standard searching.

GEODI;



Suitable for personal and corporate use



Mobile, web, desktop



Access all content from a single point



Automatic information retrieval



See your documents on the map

Picks out information from
multiple sources.
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Unfound
document

Forgotten
parcel

Missing
data

Access by map
GEODI’s features are not limited to
searching. It can also display everything that relates to a location, including text, in map form. It provides acFOR MORE
INFORMATION :
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cess to information via a map. Thus, in
addition to the textual connections
among different pieces of information,
you are also able to see their positional
relations.
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Opening different formats

R&D

Let’s say you have found what you were
searching for. This information may
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T : +90 312 9881133
F : +90 312 9881134
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A road construction company
will be able to see the kilometer marks in all kinds of files
on the map, and select the
points drilled easily.

Similarly, a municipality will
be able to view commission
decisions, citizen complaints,
the public housing archive or
expropriation cases on a map.
Many inquiries may be made
about existing documents
without need for any data inputting.

exist on a PDF, DWG, or NCZ (CAD)
file, or even on a web page, in your email, or in a ZIP file attached to an email.
When there are many types of content,
it gets harder to manage them. GEODI
allows you to make notes on all kinds of
content to facilitate your work .

GEODI can open and display files in all these formats. There is no need for
any other software.
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